
@everyone Hello evryone. The events of the last month have forced me to make the following 
decision: This server is the target of constant aggression by HPL Crew leaders trying to destabilize this 
server, to terrorizing its members and running annoying campaigns on HPL Crew to influence other 

members of its server, and turn their opinion against the Community Center. These events also resulted 
in HPL Crew to leaving this server of several members. From the beginning, I presented new server 

Community Center as a peaceful and friendly place, but the constant aggressive behavior of the peoples 
from HPL Crew forces me to partially reconsider my opinion. I decided on a compromise solution: A 
special channel will be set up in the Off-Topic section called La Bruta dramas, which will deal 

exclusively with this issue and will try to analyze it with the maximum degree of objectivity. Feedback 
is welcome, but not absolutely required. I urge everyone who would have difficulty with these matters 

and feel uncomfortable to mute this channel and not take its existence into account. In addition to this 
channel, please do not discuss these issues in other channels so that other members of the community 
do not feel uncomfortable.. If the discussion of server members on this channel take on a personal 

level, please these members to move to private conversation. The basic rule, which is that personal 
conflicts between members of this server are not allowed, doesn't change. ~ Swankest CZ 

 
 
Ok, here is first 4 chapters of my confessions that discuss the beginnings of the HPL crisis and also 

what preceded it. 
Chapter 1 - Idyllic beginning Sometime in early 2020, I had the opportunity to meet Sabatu, who was 

finishing his Oghma Infinium mod at the time, and which I was translating into Czech, without 
realizing at the time that the author was a man of the same nationality. We talked and Sabatu told me 
about his new project called Sanguis, which he will going to create in near future. I participated in the 

realization of Sabatu's mod. This was followed by several other mods whose names are well known to 
the community. Our cooperation was relatively calm. We were always able to negotiate and we seldom 

had any arguments. We both realized that we were not the same personality and that there were 
occasional disagreements here, but we always tried to resolve such matters on both sides 
diplomatically, in the most sensible way possible. Over time, we have become good friends. The Sabatu 

has become accustomed to the fact that I don't like it when someone intervenes in my texts without my 
knowledge, and I am used to the fact that sometimes he lies and behaves hypocriticaly. Sometime in 

early 2021, I received a message on moddb from the then unknown headlesscyborg, who wrote to me 
about his mod The Affect and his translation into Czech. We wrote to each other more often and 
eventually found that we understood each other quite well. We created a small communication group 

on Discord, which Sabatu also joined. Sabatu and headlesscyborg discovered that they had known each 
other for a long time, because they had once worked together on a project for Amnesia. Headlesscyborg 

was finishing his unconventional Obscurum mod at the time, and I offered him help with texts, which 
he accepted. 
Chapter 2 - Creating an HPL Crew After some time, headlesscyborg suggested that we set up a new 

Discord server together. It happened shortly after the big incident on Chaos Crew, which resulted in 
Spelos leaving this server and which we weren't participating in. Our new server was primarily 

intended for Czech and Slovak fans. That's when I started working on developing the community that 
became the basis of today's community at HPL Crew. First, I invited about 10 of my Czech and Slovak 
YouTube subscribers to the server, including Crimson, Joseq and Cibule. After a while, I invited our 

friend CustomStoryGatherers and then TrollForce to the server. However, their membership was 
initially rather symbolic, because Czech continued to predominate on the server as the primary 

language. 
 
Chapter 3 - Internationalization of HPL Crew until the beginning of Karel's crisis After a while, I 

suggested inviting other players from the community to the server. Sabatu was absolutely not interested 



in the development of the community, he was only interested in the creation of mods and he 
communicated mostly only with Czechs and Slovaks, and headlesscyborg didn't care either. However, I 
appreciate that headlesscyborg tried to meet my needs and built the group from a technical point of 

view. Sabatu was mostly only interested in creating channels in the group. He often created such 
channels and voice chats, to which only Czechs and Slovaks had access, because "he did not want the 

English to climb there." Gradually, I began to invite active community members I knew from the past, 
from Chaos Crew, moddb, and last but not least, my other YouTube subscribers to the group. In 
addition, I started contacting other people from the official Frictional Games server. I first sent a 

request for friendship to these people. Many of them have really become my friends. And I invited 
some of those who showed interest in the community to the HPL Crew group. To this day, this is often 

reproached and used as a weapon against me (but I will talk about that later). The group gradually grew 
to a historic high of 135 members as I left this server. 
 

Chapter 4 - Karel's Crisis One of the people invited to HPL Crew was a young modder named Karel, a 
very impulsive personality with a limited ability to socialize. At HPL, Crew repeatedly provoked 

conflicts and was kicked from the group for this reason. Shortly afterwards, he founded a certain fascist 
server, which was joined by a headlesscyborg, me with my alternative account, and several other 
peoples from HPL Crew. We were led to join this group by the curiosity of what would happen there. 

To this day, Headlesscyborg claims that he only entered there because he wanted to take screenshots for 
a friend Sabatu, which decided to report this server. The server was actually reported and the result was 

a blocking of the server as well as the blocking of all accounts that were present on the server, 
including the headlesscyborg's. This, as the owner of HPL Crew, put him in a situation where this 
server would be closed after 2 weeks. On the same day, we started devising a contingency plan. 

Headlesscyborg asked me to create a server template for him that all HPL Crew members could move 
to. He himself continued to communicate with Discord support in an effort to unblock the account. 

 
The same day we slept at night, Sabatu secretly set up his own server with the same name behind our 
backs, placed an invitation in the old group, and began transferring people to his server without our 

knowledge. The motivation for her behavior was more than clear: He wanted to have his own server 
and ignored our efforts to keep the old. The next day, half of the active community was transferred to 

the Sabatu's server, so with regard to the community, we decided to accept this situation. That day I 
first spoke in a voice chat only with hedlesscyborg. He said, "The man was in a hurry to set up a new 
server." Then I spoke to Sabatu, who told me he had to do it because headlesscybrg told him that the 

old server was in danger of being shut down immediately. Then I went to the first voice chat again and 
talked to headlesscybrog. I told him what Sabatu had told me, and he replied that it wasn't true and that 

he had never said anything like that. Later in the evening we all met in a voice chat and I asked Sabatu 
why he lied to me and claimed that headlesscyborg had said something he had said not. 
 

Sabatu began to make excuses and said that he had not told me anything like that in the sense that there 
was a risk that the old server would be shut down immediately. In addition, he urged us to delete the 

old server template, which we did. Although Sabatu's behavior didn't affect me and rather hurt the 
headlesscyborg, I was personally annoyed by Sabatu's hypocrisy and lying. Given that headlesscyborg 
was quite lax about this problem, and given that I was mainly concerned with the benefit of the 

community and that any crisis would not affect it, we accepted the new state of things in the hope that 
nothing would change and everything would be function as on the old server. For a while, it really 

worked that way. 
 
To be continue… 

 



Chapter 5 - Problematic development of the Castle Wackersberg Some time ago, I wrote an extensive 
documentary on this topic, which also contains a description of headlesscyborg's personality. I decided 
to update this document with additional information. These consist mainly in an attempt to look at the 

whole issue through the eyes of a headlesscyborg. I can send the original version of the document on 
request, who would be interested in comparing the two versions. Here is the updated version: 

 
Uvaha_EN.odt 
31.10 KB 
After writing this document, headlesscyborg wrote text to his blog on moddb, which is today already 

removed. To clarify the information he provided, I also wrote the following text in my blog, which 
contains original quotes from his blog. 

 
https://www.moddb.com/members/swankestcz 
Mod DB 

SwankestCZ 
View the Mod DB member SwankestCZ to see their friends, groups and content shared with the 

community. 

 
Chapter 6 - The core of the conflict around Wackersberg (I recommend reading the Úvaha document 
and also my blog on moddb for a complete understanding of the whole problem) Headlesscyborg 

constantly declares that I am a manipulator who put enormous pressure on him throughout the 
development. In fact, it was that in the first half of the Wackersberg project, when development was 
relatively normal, there were a lot of things that he didn't like and kept quiet about (which he admits 

himself). But how could I have known when he was silent. Why didn't he say his opinion openly so we 
could agree? His usual sentence, which I heard many times, was: Ok, I like that. That won't be a 

problem. Yes, it is true that I urged him when he refused to keep his word and decided that he would do 
something different, as we agreed, thus undermining our common concept. Nevertheless, I tried to 
make concessions in such situations in order to accommodate him and to resolve the situation by 

compromise. But for a person with unstable emotions, there is no gray color, but either white or black. 

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/875639435172143104/875715007449530388/Uvaha_EN.odt
https://www.moddb.com/members/swankestcz
https://www.moddb.com/members/swankestcz


Either everything or nothing, never anything in between. A big problem with hedlesscyborg's 
personality is his background. In direct contact, he manifests himself more as a modest person, which, 
however, is the complete opposite of his true nature. It is obvious that he is complex, he is afraid to 

express his opinion openly, and when someone else expresses his opinion and he prefers to remain 
silent rather than say his opinion, he considers it wrong to himself. He refuses to admit this personal 

failure and rather throws responsibility at someone else so that he does not have to confront himself 
with reality. Then there were arguments from him that I was a manipulator. Finally, the last time we 
talked, he told me that he was a modder and I was just a poor man who considered himself a co-author 

of mods. This perfectly revealed what it is. Complexed and aggressive individual at the same time. 
 

Chapter 7 - Continuation of the conflict after the release of Wackersberg After the release of Castle 
Wackersberg, Sabatu suggested doing something like a little secret mod. In the end, to be secret, he 
gave up on his own. I suggested that we think of it as Castle Wackersberg DLC. In the end, we agreed 

to combine our ideas and make a new mod. Headlesscyborg didn't like it from the beginning. His 
simplicity was indistinct at first, and it was difficult to explain to him that it was no longer his mod and 

that it would certainly not happen that we would discredit Wackersberg in any way. Logically: As the 
author of a story, I will not destroy the reputation of a story I wrote earlier. The development of the 
mod continued until the third level. However, hedlesscyborg's pressure escalated. He began to suffer 

from rebuttable paranoid fears that, for example, I would make the main character Wackersberg a fool 
with everything that took place only in his head. He accused me of trying to destroy his 5 months of 

hard work on mod, which was nonsense, of course. We worked on mod that was no longer his, he had 
no copyright or moral rights to the mod story (I could rather talk about it), and yet we made 
concessions to him. We deleted most of the character names from the texts, but it wasn't good enough 

for him either. In the end, disgusted with the whole situation, we ended the development of the mode. 
Chapter 8 - Changes in Relationships At first I thought our coexistence in HPL Crew might be possible, 

but the opposite was true. Sabatu, though he never openly wanted to admit it, was on the 
headlesscyborg's side from the beginning. Sabatu's big problem is that he lies a lot, but he can't 
tactically too intelligently, so it's not hard to uncover a lot of his lies. There were a number of 

ambiguous phrases on his part. Everything indicated that he himself was under a certain manipulative 
pressure, the source of which is not hard to imagine - headlesscyborg. I will present a very specific 

proof of this statement in the following chapter. Until then, we discussed all matters concerning the 
server together. Sabatu suddenly restricted alternate accounts on the server, which he could not explain 
clearly. Allegedly because of some alternate account, which, according to him, did nothing wrong, 

which honestly surprised me. A few days later, he restructured the entire server. He moved me and the 
headlesscyborg from the roles of admins to the roles of moderators (Gatherers). When I asked him 

about it, he said he did it because of some icons. I emphasize that it took him an estimated more than 5 
seconds to give me this answer. Interesting, isn't it? Based on all the above events, including the 
conflict with headlesscyborg, I decided to end my activity at HPL Crew and together with 2 other 

people founded this server. It was very clear all the time that Sabatu was on the headlesscyborg side 
and was strongly influenced by it. 

 
Chapter 9 - Problem with the alleged alternative account I have decided to devote a separate chapter to 
this problem, which is mentioned in the previous chapter, as it has a very interesting climax. As has 

already been said, the Sabatu suddenly and without consulting us decided to restrict alt accounts and 
couldn't explain it in any way. It was only some time after I left HPL Crew that I looked at Sabat's 

comments on the FG server, where he accused me of owning that alternative account, and that the 
leaving of HPL Crew people had stopped when the frenchhot was fired. If this is true, it is a 
coincidence, because in the moment when they fired me (which was supposedly before), I had all the 

messages sent to people a long time ago (what exactly this was about, I will get to in the next 



chapters) . That's when I understood what the comedy was supposed to mean because of the mysterious 
account. Sabatu thought from the beginning that the account was mine, so he de facto restricted 
alternative accounts at HPL Crew because of me. He played hypocritical theater with me the whole 

time, proving that he had been on Hedlesscyborg's side from the beginning. And since Sabatu is not 
primarily a paranoid personality like a headlesscyborg, I understand that the impulse was given to him 

by the headlesscyborg. This is called being impartial. And a few days ago, I learned the complete truth. 
Both of these people started posting some old screenshots to the Czech chat. On one of them was a 
removed user who was obviously suing hedlesscyborg about the texts I wrote in connection with the 

development of Wackersberg. Everything was clear to me then. That deleted account was the 
mysterious frenchhot. And in his paranoia, the headlesscybrog came to the conclusion that it was I who 

sued myself, manipulated the Sabatu, and it turned out the way it did. 
 
Chapter 10 - Leaving HPL Crew and what followed immediately after Since I no longer felt good in an 

atmosphere of paranioa and hidden intrigue, I decided to end all my activities on the HPL Crew server 
and together with 2 other people founded a new server. One day I told Sabat in voice chat that I was 

leaving and that my presence at HPL Crew would only be symbolic. Together with Crimson, we started 
preparing a new server, which took us about 3 days. My detailed statement and the reason for 
establishing a new server is contained in the following document: 

 

 
Purpose_of_the_new_server_EN.odt 

25.06 KB 
On the 3rd day we started the server and I started inviting my friends to the new server. They were 
mostly people from HPL Crew and my goal was to offer people another alternative server on which we 

could continue working together. I emphasize that on this first day I didn't tell anyone anything to leave 
the old server. Sabatu's and headalesscyborg's reaction was tumultuous. The cyborg accused me of 
trying to provoke drama, which was not true. Sabatu felt terribly affected, and although he did not want 

to openly admit it, he considered my actions as a betrayal. Paradoxically, headlesscyborg later stated 
that I had the right to set up my own server. There is no consensus between the two actors either. That's 

when I made my biggest and perhaps only mistake. Due to the disgusting behavior of the cyborg's and 
Sabatu's, who made me a villain and a trustee, I started recommending my friends to leave the old 
server the next day. It rarely happens to me that anger overwhelms me as it happened then. If someone 

reads this to whom I wrote this at the time, I sincerely apologize. I admit, I wanted to punish them with 
that, but I shouldn't have involve peoples from the community. My original idea was that an active 

community can run on 2 servers. However, cooperation would have to be mutual. 
 
Chapter 11 - Lies or Mistakes? 1) Sabatu claims that I accused him and headalesscyborg of being 

responsible for the presence of a troll on HPL Crew. I never said or wrote anything like that. In the 
document Purpose of the new server, I only expressed concern about the fact that the server was made 

accesible to everyone and this carries a potential risk. It's true that I invited the troll, but I couldn't 
know. Nothing more. You can see for yourself. 2) Sabatu accuses me of not doing anything when that 
troll was on the server. At the same time, he knows very well that I was afk at the time and therefore 

couldn't do anything. So he deliberately lies. 3) Sabatu claims that I told people that HPL Crew is 
ending. It's not true. I never said anything like that. I just said that I personally end up on the server. 4) 

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/875639435172143104/875728904629944320/Purpose_of_the_new_server_EN.odt


Sabatu claims that I have many folders with screenshots for more than 15 people from the community. 
It's not true. I used to have them, but only for one specific person. Currently, I was forced to introduce a 
new folder for Sabatu. I have nothing like that for anyone else. 5) The Sabatu goes so far in his lies that 

he told Wrecx that I have a folder for him too. The goal is clear. Manipulate people and pit them against 
me and the new group. 

Chapter 12 - Allegations of unfair practices My activity on the Frictional Games server is constantly 
emphasized, which has already been discussed above. However, the whole matter is deliberately taken 
out of context and interpreted in as negative a light as possible. Their claim: Swankest sends invitations 

to this server in bulk. Fact: I sent friend requests to some people there. There were those among them 
whom I really befriended, and I then invited some of them to the group. It is true that moderator TiMan 

doesn't like this and is fundamentally against it. It is also true that I was banned there several times 
because of that. But I don't think it's a bad thing to send someone a friend request. It is also done on 
other servers, on moddb, on Steam, and no one solves it there either. In addition, Discord enables this 

option. Anyway, I never hurt anyone with my behavior, and the original HPL Crew grew from 50% on 
this. In addition, many new active people have established themselves from the invited, who can be of 

benefit to this community. I always took community issues first and always kept to it (except for one 
failure, which I described above), while Sabatu's main concern was to be the boss of the community. A 
community founded by a headlesscyborg, to whom the Sabatu took over quite unfairly group, and 

which I built 80% percent. Now I realize that I didn't do everything for the community, but mainly for 
Sabatu's ego. 

 
Chapter 13 - A little closer about Sabatu I would like to emphasize that I know Sabatu very well, 
because I have worked closely with him for a year and a half. In addition, I spent the last six months 

with him practically every day in the voice chat. What to say at the beginning? I don't want to waste too 
much intellectual phrases, so I'll focus on a purely civilian description. Sabatu is a person who loves 

modding, is very creative as a modder and thanks to his efforts he has the ability to cross his own 
boundaries and constantly work on himself and improve. It is clearly a great benefit for this community 
in this regard. Although he doesn't seem too willing to help others, he sometimes tries to do so, which 

only serves him to honor. 
If he cooperates with others, cooperation with him is generally very high quality. In terms of 

personality, however, it is what is called a hystericist (in modern terms a histrionic personality). In 
essence, he is not a very penetrating type and doesn't trust everyone to meet. That's why he tries to be 
overly polite and communicative. However, once he has confidence in a certain group, he creates an 

imaginary theatrical stage among these people. An impenetrable person becomes an extroverted person 
who tends to constantly pretend and be the center of attention of these peoples. He tends to openly 

demonstrate his homosexual orientation and make a number of often repetitive and sometimes not very 
tasteful jokes on this topic (Send me your dick pic!). Sadly, he tends to write such things on his group's 
channels as well, slandering the Community Center for dealing with shit in his chats. I am all the more 

sorry that I have the same sexual orientation and such behavior contributes to a negative view of our 
minority. His need for theatricality and performance literally knows no bounds. Because people like the 

Sabatu often find themselves in non-standard situations due to their nature, they often deal with it by 
lying and manipulating it. Lying is very typical of this type of people. The tendency to get along with 
people at all costs, even at the cost of lying, is more than obvious. This indicates superficial emotivity. 

The second problem of his nature is his ego. He is very selfish, he thinks only of himself and other 
people only if it brings him some profit. He's the type of person who can only be brave behind a 

keyboard. Otherwise, he is not brave at all, quite the contrary. Another of his problems is the limited 
ability of theoretical thinking, when he draws too fast conclusions based on certain facts. He solves 
such situations primarily pragmatically, but worse on an intellectual level. Proof of this is Chapter 11 - 

Lies or Mistakes? Another proof is his inclination towards hedlesscyborg in our unfortunate conflict 



regarding Wackersberg. He who is in some way more important to him is automatically right, and he 
defends his attitude at all costs, even at the cost of behaving immorally. Due to his egoism, morality is 
not the most important thing in his life. He lacks insight into these negative tendencies of his nature, 

because he always tries to rationalize his behavior On the contrary, a positive aspect of his personality 
is a very good memory, so he is able to memorize a large amount of information and can sometimes 

work very effectively with this information. 
 
This is all for today. I explained the main problems of the HPL incident as best I could. Tomorrow I 

will focus on various details that I forgot to mention today. 
 

Chapter 14 - After creating the Community Center server Old events were discussed in the channels for 
a few more days. Because the Sabatu began to behave rather recklessly and slander me openly, I, for 
the first time, openly declared the truth that during the internal conflict that took place in the HPL 

Crew, the Sabatu behaved tendentiously, hypocritically, and influenced himself. I thought that the 
emotions would gradually subside and in short, we would each go our own way. In reality, however, a 

period of deliberation and provocation began. The first happened before I left HPL Crew. In order to 
take revenge on me, Headlesscyborg made a new update to our Castle Wackersberg mod, in which he 
changed the texts to separate this mod from a set of mods called the Bavarian Saga. A really pathetic 

revenge, which made me laugh and was just embarrassed. 
Chapter 15 - Pathetic and Hate speech Since I left HPL Crew, the Sabatu, with the generous support of 

headlesscyborg, has launched an annoying campaign against me and the new server. The paradox is 
that Sabatu and I didn't really do anything wrong. My biggest fault was that I allowed myself, along 
with other friends, to set up a new server, endangering Sabatu's status as the head of an active 

community. His way of thinking seems to me to be like a king whose part of the country has decided to 
declare independence, and he has prevented it by all means because he doesn't want to lose part of his 

territory. But how can it be explained to an amoral, selfish and emotionally superficial person that I 
have the right to such behavior, because we live in a free world and everyone can set up as many 
servers as they want. My actions are still perceived by Sabatu as a betrayal, which can be evidenced by 

screenshots of his speeches. In any case, his speeches often contain false, semi-true and information 
taken out of context, the purposeful interpretation of which aims to sound as negative as possible. 

 
Chapter 16 - Strange leavings of members of this server It's most suspicious when 6 people leave one 
day, 5 next day and 3 another next day. It was clear to me that HPL Crew was behind this, I just had no 

evidence. I wouldn't even mind persuading those people to move over to them, because at least they 
would stay part of an active community. However, this turned out to be a mistake, so I wondered if 

anyone was sending these people warning messages about our server. It was only a few weeks later that 
I obtained clear evidence from one of the people who had received such a message. I know 
headlesscyborg's writing style very well and, as I said here, he's a troll, so I'm sure it's him. In addition, 

the person who wrote it has very accurate information about me. That I have no direct evidence? The 
few indirect ones are ample for me, and moreover, I was accused without evidence at HPL Crew of 

owning an allegedly alternative account, which, in Sabatu's words, "did nothing wrong". See Chapter 9 
for details of this incident. 
 

Chapter 17 - "Return to Home" incident Sometime about half a year ago, I agreed with a beginning 
modder who was a member of the HPL Crew to create a short mod that was to fall within the universe 

of the Bavarian Saga. Sabatu and Headlesscyborg knew about it and didn't protest. However, the 
modder left the group and the mod remained unfinished. So I asked Sabatu and Headlesscyborg to help 
me finish the mod. Sabbath had to adjust Level 1 and 2 and hedlesscyborg had to add another level. 

However, both didn't keep their word, so the mod remained unfinished until recently. After the release 



of the mod, Sabatu began to write various comments to moddb page of this mod, and then together with 
Headlesscyborg, they wrote "objective" reviews. I honestly don't care that they gave the mode 1/10 and 
2/10. And if they limited themselves in reviews to really constructive criticism and forgave offensive 

behaviour, everything was ok. I deliberately did not allow their reviews or comments to be removed, 
because it is their shame, not mine. Interestingly, a few days later Headlesscyborg changed the rating 

from 2/10 to 1/10, which was apparently revenge for the incident described in the following chapter. 
Review objectivity guaranteed. I would be quite interested in what the rating modewould be if we were 
still friends. And another thing: If they had been fair and finished the mod as they promised, the mod 

looked much better today. 
 

Chapter 18 - „The Joseq Incident“ The day before the reviews discussed in the previous chapter were 
published, Joseq was accepted to join into the group on the proposal of another member of the group. 
Joseq used to be a friend of mine who belongs to a close circle of Czech HPL Crew members around 

Sabatu. He is an intelligent and inherently decent person, but he isn't very punchy and tends to adapt to 
life circumstances at all costs to make life as comfortable as possible. As a result, is easy for him to 

influence to a "stronger majority". In this case, he chose Sabatu's side. I thought he would be neutral at 
least in our group, but that was my big mistake. Quite unexpectedly, he published in our group images 
of the offensive reviews of Sabatu and Headlesscyborg, which are discussed in the previous chapter. 

And he wrote: "Nice reviews." It was clear that this was a provocation. In addition, at the same time, 
they made fun of these reviews on HPL Crew (Sabatu, Headlesscyborg, Joseq). That's why I deleted 

both pictures and decided to ban Joseq. When I accepted him into the group, I told him that I no longer 
wanted to dig through the past (or I didn't want to then because I hoped HPL Crew would give up its 
actions against this server) and I didn't want us to ever talk about it again.. And he then deliberately did 

what is described above. 
In addition, he committed another rather disgusting thing, which will be discussed in the next chapter. 

Anyway, after deleting the picture and banning Joseq, Sabatu literally unleashed the hell on on HPL 
Crew, making me the biggest possible thug and tyrant. Consider: So at first they make fun of those 
reviews, which clearly indicates their malice, and when I defend myself against it, I'm the worst again. 

Sabatu should really work on his hypocritical tactics, because in this way he reveals himself as a social 
primitive. It's really sad to see a server where his manager makes an idiot out of himself. It reminds me 

a bit of sicialism, when similar existences worked in leading positions and it didn't matter what they 
knew or how they behaved, only class affiliation was important. 
 

Here's screen where they openly make fun of these reviews (just before I deleted the screenshots from 
our channel and then banned joseq). 

 
Chapter 19 - Incident with photos This incident took place two days ago and was the imaginary last 
drop for me, thanks to which my cup of patience overflowed. So far, I've been passive against attacks 

and intrigues by HPL Crew, but this was too much. At HPL Crew, they posted 2 photos of one of the 
members of our group in the main chat, without his permission, with the aim of harming him. It is true 

that this man used to curse Sabatu, and I would understand if they cursed him on HPL Crew as well, 
but publishing private photos from Facebook is a bit too much. Wondering how they got those photos? 
Heeadlesscyborg's best friend vasik2, who also belongs to the circle of Czech fans around Sabatu, 

established a false profile, which penetrated the Stalker fan community, whose member is also the 
person whose photos were published. There he pretended to be a friend of the person in question, and 

his friend directed vasik2 to the relevant profile, from which he apparently obtained a link to Facebook. 
He then downloaded photos from Facebook, which then placed Sabatu to main chat. To top it all off, 
Joseq, the hero of the last chapter, sent to man (which belongs the photos) provocatively screesnshot 



from HPL Crew, which shows the published photos. It was a huge shock to the person in question. 
Thus, such dirty practices are used by HPL Crew members to harm another server and its members. 

 
Here is proof, Sabatu's peresonal screenshot. 

With regard to the person in question, I blacked out the photos. 
Chapter 20 - Sabatu's ridiculous revenge for this channel On the same day that this new channel was 

established, the Sabatu decided to take revenge, in the most ridiculous and cringe way. He announced a 
remake of mod's on moddb, on which he collaborated with me. The texts will reportedly be reduced 
and the Bavarian saga will cease to exist. He even openly admits to it. Anyway, it makes me laugh. All 

the more so as I will make sure that the original texts will not lost from the world, so that the Bavarian 
saga will continue to exist. His ridiculous revenge will for to nothing. 

 
Chapter 21 - Conclusion The HPL Crew crisis, which began with petty disputes over the development 
of the Castle Wackersberg, has reached a point where it has turned into a regular war. I repeat that I 

didn't want this war and only the constant and recurring aggression by the members of the HPL Crew 
forced me to establish this channel. Just as they use their server as a tool of aggression, I decided to use 

this channel as a tool to defend against their aggression. These days we are dealing with another 
incident caused by people from HPL Crew, but I cannot provide details at the request of the owner of 
this server. My intention was only to leave the server, where I did not feel good in an atmosphere of 

distrust and paranoia and together with my friends build a new background for our activities. And I 
think we did this. I am sorry that many people in the community have been affected by this conflict. 

Back at HPL Crew, I tried to keep our personal comflicts out of the peoples. I have been silent here in 
new server for a long time, enduring terror in the hope that every aggression is the last and that perhaps 
HPL Crew will finally give us peace so that this community is not constantly destroyed by conflict. 

And that's it. Sometimes one says to yourself: Isn't this all absurd? We are waging a senseless war in 
this community. But what are we fighting for here? Are any Discord servers really worth it? I will hope 
that one day the situation will calm down and peace will prevail. At this point, I'm done with the HPL 

Crew crisis. I don't want to dig into that shit anymore. I'm starting to be sick from all of this. From 
now: I won't talk more about these things in public unless the aggression by HPL Crew will continue in 

future. I just want peace and I think the whole community does too. This channel will continue to exist 
in case there will be further attacks by HPL Crew, which will be presented and analyzed here. Thanks 
to everyone who managed to read the whole long story to the end. I apologize to everyone else for 

being forced to establish this channel, because it is impossible to give way to evil indefinitely, and 
sometimes it is necessary to defend against evil. I tried to describe everything exactly according to the 

truth, how things really happened. It's possible that I forgot something. But I certainly didn't forget 
anything important that is important for understanding the essence of the whole problem. That is all. 



~ Swankest CZ 


